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William III and the Godly Revolution suggests a reinterpretation of the standard devaluation of the courtly reformers as
lukewarm christians, but presents a less.

Fiercely anti-French, the future William III led the Dutch in the war against France of â€” following the
revolution of that revived the stadtholderate. At the time Mary was second in line to the throne after her father,
and William was fourth. Alarmed by political developments under James II after and determined to bring
England into his anti-French alliance, William offered to invade England by April if he could be assured of the
necessary support. The Glorious Revolution of â€” that followed resulted in the overthrow of James II and the
installment of William and Mary as joint sovereigns of England, Scotland, and Ireland, though with full regal
power invested in William alone. William then led the Continental campaign in the Low Countries , but the
War of the League of Augsburg â€” ended inconclusively with the Treaty of Ryswick Rijswijk in , leaving the
crucial question of the fate of the Spanish inheritance undecided. In â€” William negotiated two treaties with
France to partition the Spanish empire upon the death of the Spanish king Charles II ruled â€” The expense of
war necessitated a financial revolution and the establishment of the Bank of England in Setting up the
national debt, which needed to be serviced by regular grants of parliamentary taxation, did more than anything
else to make the English monarchy dependent on Parliament. However, Mary was not a complete political
nonentity. In Scotland, William achieved notoriety for authorizing the massacre of the MacDonald clan at
Glencoe in , when the clan accidentally missed the deadline for swearing allegiance to the new regime by five
days. With his health already deterioratingâ€”he had long suffered badly from asthmaâ€”William fell and
broke his collarbone when his horse stumbled on a molehill in Hampton Court Park on 20 February He died
from pleurisy on 8 March. Jacobite legend attributes his demise to "the little gentleman in black velvet.
London and New York , Britain after the Glorious Revolution, â€” Glencoe and the End of the Highland War.
England in the s: Revolution, Religion, and War. Englishmen and the Revolution of Changing Perspectives,
edited by Lois G. Tim Harris Pick a style below, and copy the text for your bibliography. Encyclopedia of the
Early Modern World. Retrieved November 14, from Encyclopedia. Then, copy and paste the text into your
bibliography or works cited list. Because each style has its own formatting nuances that evolve over time and
not all information is available for every reference entry or article, Encyclopedia.
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This is the first extensive account of royal propaganda in England between and It demonstrates that the regime of
William III did not rely upon legal or constitutional rhetoric as it attempted to legitimate itself after the Glorious
Revolution, but rather used a protestant, providential and biblically-based language of 'courtly reformation'.

Although the Anglo-French fleet was disabled by the Battle of Solebay , in June the French army quickly
overran the provinces of Gelderland and Utrecht. On 14 June, William withdrew with the remnants of his field
army into Holland, where the States had ordered the flooding of the Dutch Water Line on 8 June. On 16 July,
Zeeland offered the stadtholderate to William. William continued to fight against the invaders from England
and France, allying himself with Spain and Brandenburg. In November , he took his army to Maastricht to
threaten the French supply lines. After a further illness later in , she never conceived again. William remained
very suspicious of Louis, thinking that the French king desired "Universal Kingship" over Europe; Louis
described William as "my mortal enemy" and saw him as an obnoxious warmonger. Seeing him as a friend,
and often having maintained secret contacts with him for years, many English politicians began to urge an
armed invasion of England. William landed in England on 5 November Guy Fawkes day , a day already
special in the Protestant calendar. Furthermore, Mary, remaining loyal to her husband, refused. The Commons
made William accept a Bill of Rights, [78] and, on 13 February , Parliament passed the Declaration of Right ,
in which it deemed that James, by attempting to flee, had abdicated the government of the realm, thereby
leaving the throne vacant. On 11 April, the day of the English coronation, the Convention finally declared that
James was no longer King of Scotland. It provided, amongst other things, that the Sovereign could not
suspend laws passed by Parliament, levy taxes without parliamentary consent, infringe the right to petition ,
raise a standing army during peacetime without parliamentary consent, deny the right to bear arms to
Protestant subjects, unduly interfere with parliamentary elections, punish members of either House of
Parliament for anything said during debates, require excessive bail or inflict cruel and unusual punishments.
After the death of either William or Mary, the other would continue to reign. Over the next 57 years Jacobites
pressed for restoration of James and his heirs. After progress stalled, William personally intervened to lead his
armies to victory over James at the Battle of the Boyne on 1 July , [93] after which James fled back to France.
Ginkell took command in Ireland in the spring of , and following several ensuing battles, succeeded in
capturing both Galway and Limerick , thereby effectively suppressing the Jacobite forces in Ireland within a
few more months. After difficult negotiations a capitulation was signed on 3 October â€”the Treaty of
Limerick. Thus concluded the Williamite pacification of Ireland, and for his services the Dutch general
received the formal thanks of the House of Commons , and was awarded the title of Earl of Athlone by the
king. A series of Jacobite risings also took place in Scotland, where Viscount Dundee raised Highland forces
and won a victory on 27 July at the Battle of Killiecrankie , but he died in the fight and a month later Scottish
Cameronian forces subdued the rising at the Battle of Dunkeld. William dissolved Parliament in , and the new
Parliament that assembled that year was led by the Whigs. There was a considerable surge in support for
William following the exposure of a Jacobite plan to assassinate him in
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This book provides the first full account of William III's propaganda during his reign in England, It thus explores the
self-presentation of the English monarchy at a particularly difficult moment. In the s the king had both to justify his
irregular succession to the throne in the.

To this day he is represented in this battle - which took place on the banks of the River Boyne, County Louth on the murals of loyalist Protestant Belfast. His career explains this. William was born in the Hague in Until ,
the opposition kept William from office. In the crisis, the Dutch turned back to the Orange family. William
was appointed both to the stadhouderships and to the command of the federal army. He allied with Spain and
Austria - and drove Louis from Dutch soil. He had come to power to save the Dutch from France, and Europe
from the dangerously expansionist Louis - and he became obsessed with these goals. Vitally, he also explored
the idea of the Stuart realms coming to his aid. Top Opportunism William and Mary: By this point, James II
had alienated his Protestant subjects with his campaign to promote his own Catholic religion, a campaign that
employed highly questionable uses of royal power. When these invited him to intervene they had been driven
to despair by the birth of a son to James - a son who would displace Mary from the succession and be raised a
Catholic , William accepted. He spent the summer marshalling an invasion force in Dutch ports, and set sail
for England in the autumn. He landed in Devon on 5 November His forces were the only guarantee of order in
the political chaos. James sent his army out to meet the Dutch, but he got little positive support from his
subjects and suffered a nervous breakdown. James withdrew his forces without a fight, and after an
unsuccessful attempt to flee to France on 11 December, made good his escape there on the 23rd. With the road
thus left open, William occupied London, and called for a constitutional convention - to be created in the same
way as a parliament. When this met in January , it had little choice but to offer William the throne. Adherents
of hereditary rule were soothed only by the novel elevation of Mary as jointly-reigning, though not
jointly-ruling, monarch. The royal pair were declared king and queen of England and of Ireland due to its
constitutional dependency on 13 February In Scotland - still an independent kingdom - a separate convention
declared William and Mary monarchs in March. In the spring of , he took Britain and Ireland into a broad
European confederacy against France. The deposed James II had returned to Dublin in in an attempt to regain
the throne, and it took William until to crush resistance and free his hands for the wider fight. The Battle of the
Boyne in was crucial to this. From , however, the true European nature of the conflict was evident, as British
forces - personally led by William - battled to protect the Netherlands against the French in Flanders. By the
time William died, in , he was constructing a new grand alliance against France, and had achieved his goal in
the Stuart realms. By capturing Britain and Ireland, and turning their resources against Louis, he had saved his
homeland and Europe from French hegemony. Although the new king cared little for his island realms at least
compared to his concern for the situation on continental Europe , this indifference solved longstanding
political problems. For nearly a hundred years, the royal court had faced Lords and Commons who had tried to
restrict its power. The result had been a series of constitutional crises, which at their worst had resulted in a
civil war , and the collapse of the rule of James II VII of Scotland. The declaration would limit the royal
prerogative - it forbade the king from altering laws William, by contrast, needed to work with Parliament. He
knew constitutional disputes would distract attention from his conflict with Louis, and he knew Parliament
must approve a massive rise in wartime taxes. Putting his European objectives first, William surrendered royal
power whenever he thought that keeping it might cause trouble. For example, the convention tried to limit
future misuse of Crown power. The declaration would limit the royal prerogative - it forbade the king from
altering laws, or ruling for long periods without Parliamentary consent - but in order to gain the rapid control
of English foreign policy, William accepted it. Similarly, the new king called the legislature to convene every
year. He needed this for war revenue, and it reassured the law-makers that he would not govern without them.
William also surrendered in his main disputes with Parliament. For instance, he abandoned control of election
timing in , and of a peacetime army after He even granted legislators access to his administration. In another
new departure, he presented the Commons with his budget estimates and accounts, and by so doing turned
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them into public auditors. Crown and legislature co-operated. The king got his money. The crises of the 17th
century had been compounded because the established churches in England, Scotland and Ireland had battled
to suppress both Catholics and dissenting Protestants. This last group had objected to the ritual and bishops
that the establishments had retained from the popish Middle Ages. There had thus been conflict within realms,
as well as many tensions between them, because each country had reached a slightly different settlement.
Here, there is no space to detail a fiendishly complex situation. Very briefly, problems might have been eased
by sensitive handling, but earlier monarchs had made things worse by insisting on their personal religious
preferences. They had either tried to impose a single ecclesiastical model across the islands, the disastrous
mistake of Charles I, or had made the blunder of frightening their subjects by blanket declarations of
indulgence to unorthodox minorities - which is what both Charles II and James II James VII of Scotland did.
William, by contrast, sacrificed his own religious vision to his war with Louis. Personally, he was a
thoroughgoing Protestant, unhappy with the Catholic remnants in the British churches - though he was
committed to a broad toleration of all Christians. As king, however, he abandoned his ideals in favour of
pragmatic settlements. Religious tension must be ended by any means, or it would distract from the main goal
of fighting Louis. Top Towering triumph Thus in England, William swallowed his distaste for Anglicanism
and protected its legal establishment - though he eased discontent with the Toleration Act of , which permitted
dissenting Protestants to worship in their own way. In Scotland, by contrast, the king accepted the replacement
of the unpopular Anglican-style establishment with a more radically Protestant presbyterian Kirk. He thus
bowed to local sentiment, even though the Kirk was less tolerant than he would have liked, and the settlement
left him head of very different national churches. William tacked with the political wind, and allowed Irish
lawmakers to pass the first "penal" statutes In Ireland, William pressed for indulgence to the majority
Catholics, despite their rebellion against him. He believed only moderation would calm his western realm and
allow him to concentrate on Flanders, so he offered the Romanists considerable freedom of worship.
Unfortunately, Irish Protestant anger in the Dublin parliament prevented these promises being ratified.
Nevertheless, disapproval from London meant terms were not as harsh as a defeated religious group might
expect. In all realms tensions eased, and his arrangements were not seriously challenged until the late 18th
century. Finding a religious settlement which lasted for decades was a considerable achievement in early
modern Europe. William, however, had secured this because his attention was fixed on Europe. Perhaps this is
why he is so little remembered outside loyalist Ireland. The British were rescued from a century of turmoil,
but they would not celebrate a foreigner whose mind was so firmly elsewhere.
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Politics and government, Kings and rulers, Glorious Revolution, Protestantisme, Religious life, Politiek, Propaganda,
History Excerpts When William III, prince of Orange, landed at Torbay on 5 November , the opening shot in his
propaganda war had already been fired.
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Tony Claydon's, William III and the Godly Revolution examines how the new Prince and his propagandists sold
themselves to the English people through an extensive propaganda campaign embracing the rhetoric of what Claydon
calls the "Courtly Reformation.".
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